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Background to the Project

• Motivational aspects of games have been proven in many studies 

and games seem to have a huge amount of potential but empirical 

evidence about actual classroom use is still limited

• Teachers are very interested in games but are having problems 

implementing games into their classrooms – implementation 

strategies are wanted

• Technical resources in schools very challenging

• Problems finding a common language between the academics and 

the teachers (curriculum / 21st century skills)



Learning games and virtual environments supporting 

the renewal of teaching and learning

• Coordination project funded by the Finnish Bureau of Education

• Municipality of Konnevesi & Agora Center, University of Jyväskylä

• 1.1.2011-31.12.2012

• www.peda.net/polku/ovi

• www.oppiminen.fi



Objectives

• Project aims to:

• Develop teacher- and curriculum-friendly ways of implementing 

games and virtual worlds into Finnish schools.

• Find pedagogically meaningful ways of using games and virtual 

worlds in teaching and learning

• Coordinate development projects involved in designing and 

building game- and virtual environment platforms

• Spread the knowledge to teachers 

• Produce and spread new experimental practices



Research

� Nationwide survey for teacher

• Aims to capture teachers' attitudes towards using games and virtual worlds 

in their classrooms

• Find the existing practices related to game-based learning and learning in 

virtual worlds

• Find which factors are preventing the use of games and virtual environments 

in schools

� Case studies

• A more in-depth review of ongoing development projects which are related 

to game-based learning and using VWs in schools

� Specific theses

• Master’s and Doctoral theses related to the topics



Case: Sotunki

Island for experiential learning in high school

Literature: The Learning path of historical periods in western 

literature 

Biology: Greenhouse of internal organs

Guidance counseling: Student Guidance beach

English, French: Practicing customer service situations in Dolphin Bay 

Hotel

Under construction…

History: Winter war

Physics: Radiation



Case: Konnevesi

High school Island

• Rather than building an extensive set for learning, focus is on the 

students’ own activities

English: through drama and machinima

History: WW2 student project in Second Life



Conclusion and discussion

• New learning environments are being utilized by a small 

percentage of teachers

• Their hard work and enthusiasm is being showcased and their ideas 

and practices distributed to other teachers through our project.

• How could Second Life be implemented into Lithuanian 

classrooms?

• What kind of games do the Lithuanian teachers use to enhance 

their students learning?

Thank you for your interest!


